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HOOP EARRINGS
There are 2 styles of hoops which you might find tricky to put into the ear if you have not worn this 
before. These are:

       Endless hoop / Cartilage / seamless     Hoops with hook closure 

How to wear: Endless hoop / cartilage / seamless
Before you begin it is handy to have the following:

• Mirror
• Cotton pad misted with water or mild cleanser
• Good lighting

1. Prep the skin by swiping a damp cotton pad over the ear lobe or area of the piercing. This 
ensures that you have a clean base and removes any grease or chemicals that could transfer 
onto the earring

2. Take the hoop and carefully twist it apart to open

3.  With one end insert the earring into the hole and once it has gone through take the other end     
and with your fingers and thumb squeeze the ends back together so that they are flush. Adjust 
until you can turn the hoop smoothly through the ear without catching.  

continue to hoops with hook closure -> 



How to wear: Hoops with hook closure 
1. Prep the skin by swiping a damp cotton pad over the ear lobe or area of the piercing. This 

ensures that you have a clean base and removes any grease or chemicals that could transfer 
onto the earring

2. Take the the hoop and unhook the stem to open up the hoop

3. Take the stem and push this through the piercing all the way through and and turn the earring 
90 degrees clockwise / until the hoop sits correctly on the earlobe

4. Now reach behind the ear and using both hands close the earring by placing the stem into the 
small hook 

And that’s it, you’re now ready to go! 


